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Orient Adds New Chronograph Models to its Popular Diver Design  
 

Orient has launched three Diver design models* with chronograph functions to its Sports 
Collection. The first chronographs in the Diver design series are both solar-powered, and sporty 
and casual in style. 
*Not an ISO standard diver’s watch.  
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The Diver design model has continued to gain popularity since its launch in 2004 and has 

since become synonymous with Orient. For the first time, the lineup now includes solar-
powered chronograph models alongside the existing mechanical watches. The new watches are 
powered by converting energy obtained from sunlight and other light sources into electrical 
energy, so there is no need to replace batteries. This makes them convenient for daily use and 
outdoor activities when the chronograph function is used. 

 
The Diver design models with chronograph feature a uni-directional rotating bezel with six 

grooves common to the series, along with a metal dial with a fine luster finish. Solar battery 
charging is achieved through the three subdials; a 24-hour indicator at 3 o’clock, a 60-minute 
counter at 6 o’clock, and a small second subdial at 9 o’clock. An Arabic numeral inspired by the 
first Diver design model adorns the 12 o’clock position, and Luminous Light is used for the 
numeral, indices and hands, allowing the wearer to read the time even in the dark. 

 
The dial with metallic texture comes in three colours, blue, black and white. All three colours 

come with black subdials, and each of the colourways enhance the sporty design that 
characterises chronograph watches. The glass is made of scratch-resistant sapphire crystal, and 
the screw down crown and case back offer high water resistance to 20 bar. 

 
Bringing together the two design elements of diver and chronograph, and equipped with the 

convenience of solar-powered battery, the diver design model with chronograph is perfectly 
suited for any style or occasion. 

 
 
 

RA-TX0201L       RA-TX0202B
       

RA-TX0203S       
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About Orient 

Orient has provided the world with high-quality watches, combining reliable movements with 
innovative designs for more than 70 years. Orient is a Japanese watch brand that designs, 
produces its own movements and crafts finished watches. The brand’s fine-quality watches are 
provided at accessible prices, making them extremely popular among watch lovers both in 
Japan and overseas. Orient timepieces are sought after by watch fans and discerning watch 
collectors all over the world. 

 
Discover more at our website and social media channels. 

 
 

― Product Specifications ― 
Collection Sports 

Reference RA-TX0201L RA-TX0202B RA-TX0203S 

Movement In-house solar powered quartz movement 

Power reserve About 6 months full charge 

Accuracy ＋20 seconds ～ －20 seconds per month 
Case material 

(colour) Stainless steel 

Case size   Height 48.1 mm / diameter 42.8 mm / thickness 13.1 mm 

Case back Dolphin icon 

Glass Front: sapphire crystal 

Bracelet Stainless steel (SUS316L) / trifold deployant buckle with push button and security latch / 
width 22 mm 

Colour of dial Blue Black White 

Other features 
Water resistance 20 bar (200 m, not an ISO standard diver’s watch), screw down crown, 
Luminous Light, uni-directional rotating bezel, date, chronograph functions (1/5 seconds 

stopwatch (60-minute measurement)), 24-hour indicator.  

ENDS 

Case back with engravings. 

https://orient-watch.com/
https://www.instagram.com/orientwatch_official/

